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Abstract. Web Usage Mining is that area of Web Mining which deals
with the extraction of interesting knowledge from logging information
produced by web servers. In this paper, we present a survey of the recent
developments in this area that is receiving increasing attention from the
Data Mining community.
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Introduction

Web Mining [29] is that area of Data Mining which deals with the extraction of
interesting knowledge from the World Wide Web. More precisely [40], Web Content Mining is that part of Web Mining which focuses on the raw information
available in web pages; source data mainly consist of textual data in web pages
(e.g., words, but also tags); typical applications are content-based categorization
and content-based ranking of web pages. Web Structure Mining is that part of
Web Mining which focuses on the structure of web sites; source data mainly
consist of the structural information in web pages (e.g., links to other pages);
typical applications are link-based categorization of web pages, ranking of web
pages through a combination of content and structure (e.g. [20]), and reverse
engineering of web site models. Web Usage Mining is that part of Web Mining
which deals with the extraction of knowledge from server log files; source data
mainly consist of the (textual) logs, that are collected when users access web
servers and might be represented in standard formats; typical applications are
those based on user modeling techniques, such as web personalization, adaptive
web sites, and user modeling. The recent years have seen the flourishing of research in the area of Web Mining and specifically of Web Usage Mining. Since
the early papers published in the mid 1990s, more than 400 papers on Web Mining have been published; more or less than 150 papers, of the overall 400, have
been before 2001; around the 50% of these papers regarded Web Usage Mining.
The first workshop entirely on this topic, WebKDD, was held in 1999. Since
2000, the published papers on Web Usage Mining are more than 150 showing a
dramatic increase of interest for this area. This paper is a survey of the recent
developments in the area of Web Usage Mining. It is based on the more than 150
papers published since 2000 on the topic of Web Usage Mining; see the on-line
bibliography on the web site of the cInQ project [1].
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Data Sources

Web Usage Mining applications are based on data collected from three main
sources [58]: (i) web servers, (ii) proxy servers, and (iii) web clients.
The Server Side. Web servers are surely the richest and the most common
source of data. They can collect large amounts of information in their log files
and in the log files of the databases they use. These logs usually contain basic
information e.g.: name and IP of the remote host, date and time of the request,
the request line exactly as it came from the client, etc. This information is
usually represented in standard format e.g.: Common Log Format [2], Extended
Log Format [3], LogML [53]. When exploiting log information from web servers,
the major issue is the identification of users’ sessions (see Section 3).
Apart from web logs, users’ behavior can also be tracked down on the server
side by means of TCP/IP packet sniffers. Even in this case the identification
of users’ sessions is still an issue, but the use of packet sniffers provides some
advantages [52]. In fact: (i) data are collected in real time; (ii) information coming
from different web servers can be easily merged together into a unique log; (iii)
the use of special buttons (e.g., the stop button) can be detected so to collect
information usually unavailable in log files. Packet sniffers are rarely used in
practice because of rise scalability issue on web servers with high traffic [52], and
the impossibility to access encrypted packets like those used in secure commercial
transactions a quite severe limitation when applying web usage mining to ebusinesses [13]. Probably, the best approach for tracking web usage consists of
directly accessing the server application layer, as proposed in [14]. Unfortunately,
this is not always possible.
The Proxy Side. Many internet service providers (ISPs) give to their customer
Proxy Server services to improve navigation speed through caching. In many
respects, collecting navigation data at the proxy level is basically the same as
collecting data at the server level. The main difference in this case is that proxy
servers collect data of groups of users accessing huge groups of web servers.
The Client Side. Usage data can be tracked also on the client side by using
JavaScript, java applets [56], or even modified browsers [22]. These techniques
avoid the problems of users’ sessions identification and the problems caused by
caching (like the use of the back button). In addition, they provide detailed
information about actual user behaviors [30]. However, these approaches rely
heavily on the users’ cooperation and rise many issues concerning the privacy
laws, which are quite strict.
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Preprocessing

Data preprocessing has a fundamental role in Web Usage Mining applications.
The preprocessing of web logs is usually complex and time demanding. It comprises four different tasks: (i) the data cleaning, (ii) the identification and the

reconstruction of users’ sessions, (iii) the retrieving of information about page
content and structure, and (iv) the data formatting.
Data Cleaning. This step consists of removing all the data tracked in web
logs that are useless for mining purposes [27, 12] e.g.: requests for graphical page
content (e.g., jpg and gif images); requests for any other file which might be
included into a web page; or even navigation sessions performed by robots and
web spiders. While requests for graphical contents and files are easy to eliminate,
robots’ and web spiders’ navigation patterns must be explicitly identified. This is
usually done for instance by referring to the remote hostname, by referring to the
user agent, or by checking the access to the robots.txt file. However, some robots
actually send a false user agent in HTTP request. In these cases, a heuristic
based on navigational behavior can be used to separates robot sessions from
actual users’ sessions (see [60, 61]).
Session Identification and Reconstruction. This step consists of (i) identifying the different users’ sessions from the usually very poor information available
in log files and (ii) reconstructing the users’ navigation path within the identified sessions. Most of the problems encountered in this phase are caused by the
caching performed either by proxy servers either by browsers. Proxy caching
causes a single IP address (the one belonging to the proxy Server) to be associated with different users’ sessions, so that it becomes impossible to use IP
addresses as users identifies. This problem can be partially solved by the use of
cookies [25], by URL rewriting, or by requiring the user to log in when entering
the web site [12]. Web browser caching is a more complex issue. Log from web
servers cannot include any information about the use of the back button. This
can generate inconsistent navigation paths in the users’ sessions. However, by
using additional information about the web site structure is still possible to reconstruct a consistent path by means of heuristics. Because the HTTP protocol
is stateless, it is virtually impossible to determine when a user actually leaves
the web site in order to determine when a session should be considered finished.
This problem is referred to as sessionization. [17] described and compared three
heuristics for the identification of sessions termination; two were based on the
time between users’ page requests, one was based on information about the referrer. [24] proposed an adaptive time out heuristic. [26] proposed a technique
to infer the timeout threshold for the specific web site. Other authors proposed
different thresholds for time oriented heuristics based on empiric experiments.
Content and Structure Retrieving. The vast majority of Web Usage Mining
applications use the visited URLs as the main source of information for mining
purposes. URLs are however a poor source of information since, for instance,
they do not convey any information about the actual page content. [26] has
been the first to employ content based information to enrich the web log data.
If an adequate classification is not known in advance, Web Structure Mining
techniques can be employed to develop one. As in search engines, web pages are
classified according to their semantic areas by means of Web Content Mining
techniques; this classification information can then be used to enrich informa-

tion extracted from logs. For instance, [59] proposes to use Semantic Web for
Web Usage Mining: web pages are mapped into ontologies to add meaning to
the observed frequent paths. [15] introduces concept-based paths as an alternative to the usual user navigation paths; concept-based path are a high level
generalization of usual path in which common concepts are extracted by means
of intersection of raw user paths and similarity measures.
Data Formatting. This is the final step of preprocessing. Once the previous
phases have been completed, data are properly formatted before applying mining
techniques. [11] stores data extracted from web logs into a relational database
using a click fact schema, so as to provide better support to log querying finalized
to frequent pattern mining. [47] introduces a method based on signature tree
to index log stored in databases for efficient pattern queries. A tree structure,
WAP-tree, is also introduced in [51] to register access sequence to web pages;
this structure is optimized to exploit the sequence mining algorithm developed
by the same authors [51].
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Techniques

Most of the commercial applications of Web Usage Mining exploit consolidated
statistical analysis techniques. In contrast, research in this area is mainly focused
on the development of knowledge discovery techniques specifically designed for
the analysis of web usage data. Most of this research effort focuses on three main
paradigms: association rules, sequential patterns, and clustering (see [32] for a
detailed description of these techniques).
Association Rules are probably the most elementary data mining technique
and, at the same time, the most used technique in Web Usage Mining. When applied to Web Usage Mining, association rules are used to find associations among
web pages that frequently appear together in users’ sessions. The typical result
has the form “A.html, B.html ⇒ C.html” which states that if a user has visited
page A.html and page B.html, it is very likely that in the same session, the same
user has also visited page C.html. This type of result is for instance produced by
[38] and [46] by using a modification of the Apriori algorithm [32]. [37] proposes
and evaluates some interestingness measures to evaluate the association rules
mined from web usage data. [21] exploits a mixed technique of association rules
and fuzzy logic to extract fuzzy association rules from web logs.
Sequential Patterns are used to discover frequent subsequences among large
amount of sequential data. In web usage mining, sequential patterns are exploited
to find sequential navigation patterns that appear in users’ sessions frequently.
The typical sequential pattern has the form [45]: the 70% of users who first visited A.html and then visited B.html afterwards, in the same session, have also
accessed page C.html. Sequential patterns might appear syntactically similar to
association rules; in fact algorithms to extract association rules can also be used
for sequential pattern mining. There are essentially two classes of algorithms

that are used to extract sequential patterns: one includes methods based on association rule mining; one includes methods based on the use of tree-structures,
data projection techniques, and Markov chains to mine navigation patterns.
Some well-known algorithms for mining association rules have been modified to
extract sequential patterns. [44] presents a comparison of different sequential pattern algorithms applied to Web Usage Mining. The comparison includes PSP+,
FreeSpan, and PrefixSpan. While PSP+ is an evolution of GSP, based on candidate generation and test heuristic, FreeSpan and the newly proposed PrefixSpan
use a data projection based approach. According to [44] PrefixSpan outperforms
the other two algorithms and offers very good performance even on long sequences. [54] proposes an hybrid method: data are store in a database according
to a so-called Click Fact Schema; an Hypertext Probabilistic Grammar (HPG)
is generated by querying the databases; HPGs represent transitions among web
pages through a model which resembles many similarities with Markov chains.
The frequent sequential patterns are mined through a breadth first search over
the hypertext probabilistic grammar. HPGs were first proposed in [18], and later
improved in [54] where some scalability issues of the original proposal have been
solved.
Clustering techniques look for groups of similar items among large amount of
data based on a general idea of distance function which computes the similarity
between groups. Clustering has been widely used in Web Usage Mining to group
together similar sessions [56, 34, 36, 15]. [65] was the first to suggest that the focus
of web usage mining should be shifted from single user sessions to group of user
sessions; [65] was also the first to apply clustering for identifying such cluster of
similar sessions. [15] proposes similarity graph in conjunction with the time spent
on web pages to estimate group similarity in concept-based clustering. [33] uses
sequence alignment to measure similarity, while [65] exploits belief functions. [57]
uses Genetic Algorithms [35] to improve the results of clustering through user
feedback. [48] couples Fuzzy Artificial Immune System and clustering techniques
to improve the users’ profiles obtained through clustering. [34] applies multimodal clustering, a technique which build clusters by using multiple information
data features. [49] presents an application of matrix clustering to web usage data.
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Applications

The general goal of Web Usage Mining is to gather interesting information about
users navigation patterns (i.e., to characterize web users). This information can
be exploited later to improve the web site from the users’ viewpoint. The results
produced by the mining of web logs can used for various purposes [58]: (i) to
personalize the delivery of web content; (ii) to improve user navigation through
prefetching and caching; (iii) to improve web design; or in e-commerce sites (iv)
to improve the customer satisfaction.
Personalization of Web Content. Web Usage Mining techniques can be used
to provide personalized web user experience. For instance, it is possible to anticipate, in real time, the user behavior by comparing the current navigation

pattern with typical patterns which were extracted from past web log. In this
area, recommendation systems are the most common application; their aim is
to recommend interesting links to products which could be interesting to users
[10, 21, 63, 43]. Personalized Site Maps [62] are an example of recommendation
system for links (see also [45]). [50] proposed an adaptive technique to reorganize the product catalog of the products according to the forecasted user profile.
A survey on existing commercial recommendation systems, implemented in ecommerce web sites, is presented in [55].
Prefetching and Caching. The results produced by Web Usage Mining can be
exploited to improve the performance of web servers and web-based applications.
Typically, Web Usage Mining can be used to develop proper prefetching and
caching strategies so as to reduce the server response time, as done in [23, 41,
42, 46, 64].
Support to the Design. Usability is one of the major issues in the design
and implementation of web sites. The results produced by Web Usage Mining
techniques can provide guidelines for improving the design of web applications.
[16] uses stratograms to evaluate the organization and the efficiency of web sites
from the users’ viewpoint. [31] exploits Web Usage Mining techniques to suggest
proper modifications to web sites. Adaptive Web sites represents a further step.
In this case, the content and the structure of the web site can be dynamically
reorganized according to the data mined from the users’ behavior [39, 66].
E-commerce. Mining business intelligence from web usage data is dramatically
important for e-commerce web-based companies. Customer Relationship Management (CRM) can have an effective advantage from the use of Web Usage
Mining techniques. In this case, the focus is on business specific issues such as:
customer attraction, customer retention, cross sales, and customer departure [19,
14, 28].
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Software

There are many commercial tools which perform analysis on log data collected
from web servers. Most of these tools are based on statistical analysis techniques,
while only a few products exploit Data Mining techniques. [28] provides an up
to date review of available commercial tools for web usage mining. With respect
to Web Mining commercial tools, it is worth noting that since the review
made in [58], the number of existing products almost doubled. Companies
which sold Web Usage Mining products in the past have been disappeared
(e.g., Andromeda’s Aria); others have been bought by other companies. In
most cases, Web Usage Mining tools are part of integrated Customer Relation
Management (CRM) solutions for e-commerce (e.g., [8] and [4]). Sometimes,
these tools are simple web log analyzers (e.g., [6, 7, 5]). One software developed
in a research environment, WUM [9], appears to have reached an interesting
maturity level; WUM has currently reached the version 7.0.
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